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1. Introduction

Secure QR Code currently presents on Aadhaar print-letter and e-Aadhaar. It contains only the demographic information of the Aadhaar holder. UIDAI is replacing the existing one with a new Secure QR Code which will now contain demographics as well as photograph of the Aadhaar holder. Information in Secure QR Code will be made secure and tamper-proof by signing it with UIDAI digital signature.

1.1 Target Audience

This is a technical document and is targeted at agencies who wanted to use the aadhaar secure QR code to validate the resident.

1.2 Legal Framework

The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act 2016 was published in gazette notification on March 26, 2016. The Act is to provide for, as a good governance, efficient, transparent, and targeted delivery of subsidies, benefits and services to Aadhaar Number holders. A gazette notification was issued by Central Government on 12th July 2016 to establish UIDAI as an Authority and operationalize certain provisions of Aadhaar Act 2016. Authentication regulations are also published under this Act. These documents specify legal framework for authentication usage, AUA/ASA engagements, audits, and other details. Detailed partner documents are also published. These documents are available at http://uidai.gov.in/.

1.3 Objective of this document

This document provides specification and logic for Secure QR Code. It contains details including data format, validation logic and specifications.
2. SECURE QR CODE

Secure QR Code can be scanned and resident details can be verified against provided Aadhaar / e Aadhaar copy. Secure QR code contains demographics as well as photograph of the Aadhaar holder. This information is signed so as to make it tamperproof.

2.1 Channels to avail service

Secure QR code is available in e Aadhaar and Aadhaar print letter. In future this will be available in offline ekyc service also.

2.2 Data fields

Secure QR code is dividing into four parts.

- Text Data: Text data contains the following data fields in given sequence, which is embedded in byte array with the delimiter of byte value "255"
  a. Email_mobile_present_bit_indicator_value (can be 0 or 1 or 2 or 3): 0: indicates no mobile/email present in secure qr code. 1: indicates only email present in secure qr code. 2: indicates only mobile present in secure qr code 3: indicates both mobile and email present in secure qr code.
  b. referenceId
  c. name
  d. date of birth
  e. gender
  f. care of
  g. district
  h. landmark
  i. house
  j. location
  k. pin code
  l. post office
  m. State
  n. Street
  o. Sub district
  p. VTC

- Photo of the resident: JP2000 Photo embedded in byte array after text data. No delimiter available for photo

- E-mail Id and Mobile number: Hash value of email and mobile is converted into byte (fixed size - 32 bytes each for email and mobile) embedded into the Secure QR code byte array.

- Signature: Signature value is embedded in Secure QR code byte array in the last. Size is fixed as 256 byte.
3. **Specification**

3.1 **Data Format:**

Sequence of embedded data in Secure QR Code:

- 0, 1, 2, 3: 0 - no mobile/email. 1 - Only email. 2 - Only mobile. 3 - Both email/mobile
- referenceId – last 4 digits of Aadhaar code and date time stamp in “DDMMYYYYHHMMSSss” (including milliseconds)
- name
- date of birth
- gender
- Address : care of
- Address : district
- Address : landmark
- Address : house
- Address : location
- Address : pin code
- Address : post office
- Address : State
- Address : Street
- Address : Sub district
- Address : VTC
- Photo of the resident (highly compressed including face only in JP2000 format)
- email as hash (hashing logic same as offline xml) [fixed size - 32 bytes]
- mobile as hash (hashing logic same as offline xml) [fixed size - 32 bytes]
- Signature HASH [fixed size - 256 bytes]

3.2 **Validation steps:**

- Convert the base10 value of Secure QR code into Big Integer.
- Convert the Big Integer into byte array.
- Decompress the byte array.
- Read the value of byte array from index 0 to till first delimiter value “255” and convert this byte array value into string with encoding “ISO-8859-1”. We will get the Email_mobile_present_bit_indicator_value as 0, 1, 2 or 3.
- Read the value of byte array from next index (index will be last presence of delimiter value +1) till we hit the next delimiter value “255” and populate the appropriate field.
Repeat step 5 till we get value of the VTC field.

Now read the value of signature from end (Byte array length - 1) till 256 byte in reverse order. Signature size is of fix length of 256.

Post getting signature value, check the value of Email_mobile_present_bit_indicator_value:
  - if its 3 then first read mobile from index (Byte array length – 1- 256) and then email from index (Byte array length – 1- 256- 32) in reverse order. Each value will be of fix size of 32 byte.
  - If Email_mobile_present_bit_indicator_value is 1 then only mobile is present.
  - If Email_mobile_present_bit_indicator_value is 2 then only email is present.
  - If Email_mobile_present_bit_indicator_value is 0 then no mobile or email present.

Email and Mobile value will available in byte. Convert into Hexadecimal String.

At last read the photo from index (VTC delimiter value of “255” + 1) to index (Byte array length – 1- 256 – (if mobile present then -32 if email present then -32 )

Remove the signature value from secure qr code byte array to get signed data.

Now validate (signature value and signed data value) by using public key with algorithm SHA256 with RSA.

To verify mobile/email, first obtain the fourth digit of reference id (last digit of Aadhaar number). If it is 0 or 1 then converts provided Input mobile/mail id into sha256 value of provide data. In case of 2 to 9 convert the sha256 value for same number of times. This converted value should match with the value received in 8. If value not matching means mobile/email not verified.

**Sample Data:**

```
6979414848205548481619299442879901900893978332594614407044767717485
4072801040777146586981633254016592128309207342330475784547018105670
32015270223682917915825223470375471250488792130918178960780916888458
3848396456653007022479356336240198130363930881632367124738541517499
4944581396473788086806141692732214047414765965839531692488313762243
96335169577064812987140578144885819479190173537644497023212514225396
3784979138011318798385442436099901621998283624816070080504830712594
5257605969343415176755626791590403636878139861665599333194292283644
3418391319795873869700141049383928129869234282995156671253030975875
```
4. Appendix
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